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Cattle Mutilations: a "Mining" for Re-
sources ; Food and Construction ele-
ments 

A "Hushed up" event 

The average person removed from the area of the western United States, hasn’t even a clue as to how large and widespread this unusual 
occurrence really was and still is. It means the ability to cover up and side step the issue was on the 
most part successful. By 1976 there had been almost 2,000 cases in the United States. There have 
been scattered cases throughout the world with a concentration in Puerto Rico of about 300 cases. 
Ten years later there is well over 10,000 cases reported in the United States alone, as of this writing, I 
have not got the current amounts but they have risen steadily. You may have vague recollections of 
these events back in the early seventies; cattle were found dead and "butchered" by possible Satan-
ists as the news reporters stated. The actual facts that you never heard on any public news would 
suggest a completely different story. It isn’t that they were lying, they just failed to disclose all the 
details and facts even after analyzed by trained experts. For many of you that are not too familiar 

with cattle mutilations, particular details may be very surprising to you. 

A typical scenario 

The typical mutilation did not consist of a bloody carcass, torn or ripped flesh with animal or human footprints leading to or from the body. 
What was found in all cases were no prints of any kind leading to or from the body. Not even the slightest trace of blood in or around the 
body. The blood was removed entirely without the collapse of the veins. This suggests the removal of the blood as being pumped out while 
the animal is still alive in a manner unknown, especially in the field removed from the use of sophisticated equipment. One eye, an ear, the 
tongue removed all at the same point, in a cookie cutter pattern, the lips, utters (if female) sex organs, anus cored out to the intestinal 
tract, also glandular and body fluids gone. The removal was done with such laser-like precision that the cuts were divided between cells. 
Their was a cauterization along all of the cuts suggesting a heat source such as a laser cut. We are talking about this as being in the late six-
ties, early seventies. Known technology was not present for such results back then. Another interesting thing is that this was done on 
firstborn male and female animals. Typical U.F.O. sightings and or black unmarked helicopters were sighted before or after these events in 
some cases.  

Humans too! 

Human mutilations have also been found. Details are never released to the public and only through the persistent efforts by investigators 
were details made know and similarities noted with the cattle deaths by. Most documented incidents 
(perhaps a dozen) have come from third world nations, and South America (as the photo shown 
above). Greater acceptance of the facts without pier pressure from a skeptical society may be why the 
ease of reporting such claims are more frequent in these countries, or perhaps less influential power 
to pressure for further investigation. It has been speculated that many unsolved crimes that include 
mutilation and disappearances in the United States, during flap sightings of U.F.O’s in those areas may 
produce more identifiable cases. Some investigation has started in this way, but with much resistance 
by the unbelief of local officials for such outlandish sounding claims. 

The Bible and the testimonies of the Grey’s them-
selves hold the answer! 

These details when understood in light of other Biblical knowledge about the Serpent’s curse in Gen 3:14 and his plan to make a covering to 
hide in proclaimed by the Prophet Isaiah in 14:29 reveals what is really going on here. Read the section on the Grey’s and Hybrid’s for de-
tails. To quickly review here we have: 
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* The serpent is an upright shining creature.  
The Grays appear to shine in the dark. 

 
* They serpent is more intelligent than man in a crafty manipulative way. 
The Gray’s have two brains in their oversized head and are liars. 

* The serpent has been restricted from reproduction of both man and animals. 
The Grays have no sexual organs. 

* The serpent would reproduce as a superior reptilian form but as outside the normal reproductive manner.  
The Grays say they transfer their minds from their damaged bodies into a clone of themselves to continue on life. 

* The serpent would eat "dust" to sustain in this form.  
Former Investigator John Leer claims that the Grays eat the genetic make-up of mankind. 

* The Book of Enoch states that the fallen angels are, "withered and the silence of their mouths perpetual".  
Grey’s are said to only speak telepathically with a thin frail frame they look withered. 

This is truly an amazing line up of characteristics that perfectly fit a description of the Grays and the serpent of the Bible! That is because 
they are one in the same! 

In this understanding it is also clear to see that what they lack and claim to need is just what is taken in a mutilation! 

A possible rendering of Isaiah 14:29 could read 
out like this: 

"Rejoice not sojourning whites, because the tribe of him that punished you is broken off: to pluck from the Serpents root, an extrusion of 
offspring, shining ones to cover the serpent""  
Isaiah 14:29 (unofficial Jim W. version) 

 

The connection should be obvious. If the "Greys" need blood and body fluids as food this is exactly what has been taken. It is interesting to 

note that in cases of emergencies bovine (cow) blood can be used for human transfusions. The organs taken are sensory organs with relat-

ed internal organs, just what they lack and desire. This strongly suggests that a genetic reconstruction is in progress 

A strange harvest indeed: Living Idols under con-
struction 

At a time when I was first researching this topic of Mutilations, I read the book, " An Alien Harvest" by the nation’s lead-
ing investigator of mutilations, Linda Moulton Howe. I woke up in the middle of the night to a voice, 

"Eyes have they, but they see not, ears have they but they hear not." 

I knew that voice, it was my heavenly Dad pressing me forward in understanding his Word. I raced for my Bible, I knew 
that was in scripture somewhere and felt the urgency to look it up right then at four in the mourning. 

Psalms 135:15-18, "The idols of the heathen are silver and gold, the work of mens hands. They have mouths, but they speak not; eyes 
have they , but they see not. They have ears, but they hear not; neither is their any breath in their mouths. They that make them are like 
unto them: so is every one that trusteth in them." 

Following the same pattern, of the same but opposite, I realized that something more was under construction. In the past man created idols 

and worshiped them as Gods. Their faith and beliefs were just as dead and empty as what they worshiped. So what if you made a living idol. 
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In a legalistic manner, according to the scriptures, your faith and belief would be as alive as the living idol as well as those who worshiped 

it. Faith is not necessary, as you have the real thing in front of your five senses. Even if it is a lie! I remembered another scripture in Revela-

tions. 

Rev 13:14,15. "And deceived them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the 
beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by the sword, and did 
live. And he had power to give life (breath) unto the image of the beast, that the image should both speak, and cause that as many as 
would not worship the image of the beast should be killed." 
 
 

This is the living idol!                                                

The term image of the beast is a collective noun. It is speaking of an entire group. There 
is an entire army under construction exactly what Daniel and Joel saw. These cattle muti-
lations are not ritualistic or religious "black art" sacrifices, they are mining resources for 
food and developed genetic technology, a method of Self redemption and a place to 
hide. 

This shell is the Nordic, the tall Blond or Red haired Caucasian once called the Aryan. 

This Aryan image was once proclaimed by Adolf Hitler as the ultimate genetic goal for 
mankind to achieve! One which he also desired as an object of worship! 

"Anyone who interprets National Socialism merely as a political movement knows almost nothing about it. It is more than religion; it is 
the determination to create a new man." ..." I will tell you a secret...I am founding an Order. It is from there that the second stage will 
emerge- the stage of the Man-God, when Man will be the measure and center of the world. The Man-God, that splendid Being, will be 
an object of worship...But there are other stages about which I am not permitted to speak..." ... Adolf Hitler 

This same image has been depicted all throughout history as "Angels" intervening into the affairs of mankind.  

The same ones who’s appearances have been recorded by many ancient civilizations and credited with a sudden boost in knowledge. 

The same who are being set up to be re-introduced into our society as the "good guy" angel/aliens here to lead mankind into a "New Age". 

See the Abduction section for more details about the Nordics...Coming soon in the Aliens section is the interesting history of the Nordics. 

  


